In this paper we present a general framework within which a study of networks of processes can be conducted. It. is based upon the mathematical technique to abstract from irrelevant detail. We start out with a large class of objects and some operations upon them. Depending upon a correctness criterion to be imposed, some of these objects turn out to be equivalent. The resulting space of equivalence classes and operations upon them is, under certain conditions, the (fully) abstract space of interest for that particular correctness concern.
o INTRODUCTION o Introduction
In this paper, which is an extended version of [OJ, we study networks of communicating processes. The communications between processes are asymmetric, that is, for each communication there is an initiating party which sends a signal to other parties regardless of their readiness. We study both synchronous (all parties complete their parts of the communication at the same step) and asynchronous (each party is free to complete its part of the cOlnnlunication at its own convenience) communications. The overall goal is to model computations implemented as electrical circuits-where communications are typically asynchronous-in a mathematical way, so we can derive programs to be implemented as circuits in the same way as we derive computer programs. Since most concurrent programming languages are based upon synchronous symmetric communication primitives (and rightfully so!), it is important to establish a semantically consistent link between synchronous and asynchronous based communication primitives.
The approach we take to this problem is qnite general and widely applicable when modeling the operation of systems. \Ve start out from a large class of primitive objects. The kind of the objects we consider is discussed in the next section. Some of these objects are just as "good" as other objects for implementing a particular specification. A well-known example of such an ordering of objects is the one induced by non-determinism. Removing non-determinism yields a program which is at least as good as the original one. In general, a certain correctness concern induces an ordering on the objects under consideration. We call two objects equivalent if either of the two is as good as the other one. This induces equivalence classes of objects that cannot be distinguished under that particular correctness concern. In this way each correctness concern induces a (fully abstract) space of equivalence classes. vVe illustrate this approach by choosing absence of computation interference as our correctness concern. Absence of computation interference means that no signal will arrive at a process when that process is not ready for it according to its specification.
For this particular correctness concern it turns out that the induced equivalence classes yield an obvious way to define a denotational semantics of parallel composition. It is shown to have properties such as monotonicity, associativity, ami continuity. More importantly, we show how composition can be used to "mechanically" decompose a given specification into smaller ones, the composition of which satisfies the original specification. Roughly speaking, if the composition of an unknown component X and a given component ~1 is to satisfy a certain specification S, then it is good enough too look for X's satisfying the composition of S and the "inverse" of M. This is very simila.r to the situation in sequential programming where, given an invariant of a repetition and a statement establishing a step towards termination, the specification of the rest of the body of the repetition can be compnted.
The authors believe that similar, but more powerful, algebraic laws will hold when other correctness concerns, such as progress, are taken into consideration.
Overview
In Section 1 we describe the formal model. It introduces a space of processes and a space of process networks together with a network composition operator. For t.he closed networks we define two operational semantics-one for synchronous a,nd one for asynchronous communication-and a related correctness concern. This induces two natnral satisfaction relations on the space of networks. To each satisfaction relation corresponds a notion of equivalence for networks.
Section 2 studies the space of networks under the equivalence relation based on asynchronous communication and its correctness concern. The major result is that each network is equivalent to a network consisting of single process. This result is used in Section :3 to give a fully abstract denotational semantics for the composition of processes. We show that COlnposition has certain interesting properties. We also present a factorization theorem that can be used for decomposition.
Finally, in Section 4 we comment on our approach and briefly compare it to that of others.
Networks of communicating processes
In this section we define our primitive objects and the operations on them, and we give a mechanistic appreciation so as to provide the reader with some intuition behind the definitions. We emphasize that this intnition is unnecessary~ and can even be dangerous, once the forIllal basis of our objects and operations has been given. We only want to sustain the claim that the purely mathematical game that we are playing may have some practical significance.
Structure of systems
The objects we wish to study are networks of communicating processes, also called systems. \Ve are only interested in the external behavior of a process. Externally, a process in a network communicates with another process by sending signals to and receiving signals from that process via so-called Jinks.
NETWORKS OF COMMUNICATING PROCESSES
The set of links via which processes can communicate with one another is called ~. Each sending and each receiving of a signal constitutes an event. These events are atomic actions, that is, there is no notion of overlapping events. The event "sending a signal" onto a certain link is denoted by the name of the link paired with an exclamation mark. The event "receiving a signal" on a certain link is denoted by the name of the link paired with a query mark.
We characterize a process by the set of events it can engage in, called its alphabet, and in what order those events may occur, which is captured by its trace set. We formalize these concepts in the following way.
Definition 0
A directed symbol is an element of n = ~ X {?,!}. A directed symbol is called an input symbol when its second component is '?' and an output symbol otherwise. 0 We have called the elements of n directed symbols rather than symbols, since the elements of ~ are often referred to as symbols in the literature.
However, in the sequel the only set of interest is n. Therefore, whenever we say symbol in the sequel, we mean directed symbol.
Definition 1
The reilectioll of symbol a, denoted by ii, is the symbol that is equal to a in its first component and differs from a in its second component. The reflection of set A of symbols, denoted by ii, is the set of reflected symbols of A. 0
Thus, by reflection an input symbol becomes an output symbol and vice versa..
Definition 2
For set A of symbols, iA denotes the set of input symbols of A and oA denotes the set of output symbols of A. 0 As said earlier, we characterize the way in which a process communicates with other processes by specifying the symbols it can send and receive. This determines how processes in a network "hook up" to one another. We call this set of symbols tlte alphabet of a process. We assume our links to be unidirectional, which means that a process can use a particular link either for sending or for receiving. Hence, an alphabet cannot just be any subset of n, but it is subject to the following restriction.
Definition 3
An alpha.lJet A is any subset of n such that An ii = 0. o Thus, the symhols of an alphahet differ in their first components. Next we formalize the wa.y in which we specify the sequences of events that a process may engage in.
Definition 4
A trace is a finite-length sequence of symbols. The empty trace is denoted by E. The reflection of trace 1., denoted by t, is the trace obtained by reflecting all symbols of t. Trace s is called a prefix of trace t when (3 u :: su = t), where juxtaposition of traces denotes concatenation.
The lengtil of trace t, denoted by C(t), is the number of symbols in t. The number of occurrences of symbol a in trace t is denoted by #.t.
0
A trace may be viewed as denoting a sequence of events, which have either occurred, when that trace describes a certa.in history, or can occur, when that trace specifies an allowed behavior of a process.
Definition 5 A t;race set is a set of traces. A trace set is called prefixclosed when it contains all the prefixes of its traces. The reflection of trace set T, denoted by T, is the set of all reflections of traces of T. 0 A trace set specifies the possible sequences of events that a process can engage in. During the operation of a process specified by trace set T, there is a trace t of events engaged in thus far. We characterize a process by a directed trace structure.
Definition 6
A directed trace structure, or DTS, is a pair consisting of an alphabet and a prefix-closed trace set over that alphabet. For DTS S we denote its alphabet by as and its trace set by tS. As a pair, DTS S is sometimes written as (as, tS). The input alphabet of S, denoted by is, is i(aS) and the output alphabet, denoted by oS, is o(aS). The reflection of S, denoted by ,~, has alphabet (as)-and trace set (tS)-.
The DTS CHAOS is defined as (0,0) and QUIET as (0, {£}). The space of all DTSs is denoted by DTS and the subspace of all DTSs with alphabet A is denoted by DT S( A).
(1;/ S,T: SEX f\ T E X f\ SiT: as n aT = 0).
Let A be the set of symbols (U S_: SEX: as), called the system's symbol set. The sets iA, oA, and A \ A are alphabets. These are called the input, output, and external alphabets of X respectively and they are denoted by iX, oX, and eX respectively. System X is called closed when A = A.
The pattern of X, denoted by pX, is the set of alphabets of the elements of X.
Notice that the union of two systems with disjoint s~mbol sets is a system. We do not consider the set of internal symbols A n A to be an attribute of a system. That is, we do not distinguish systems that are equal modulo systematic renaming of internal links. "Ve assume that in all cases internal symbols can be systematically renamed to fresh oneso. The operationa.l parallel composition of systems X and Y with disjoint external alphabets is denoted by X I±J Y. Let X' and Y' be systems obtained from X and Y by consistently renaming their internal symbols sucb that the symbol sets of X' and Y' are disjoint. This renaming is possible because eX neY = 0. We now define X I±J Y = X'UY'. This is a proper definition, i.e. independent of the chosen renaming, because the names of internal symbols are immaterial. In fact, we will assume, whenever we write X I±JY, that the symbol sets of X and Yare disjoint.
The space of all systems is denoted by SYS. It may be felt as counterintuitive that for finite systems the number of elements in the parallel composite need not be equal to the numbers of elements in the systems composed. For example, if we take for X the singleton system {QUTET}, then X I±J X is defined and equals X. The only elements that may be "a.bsorbed" in this way are CHAOS and QUIET. That this is harmless will become clear from their role in the operation of a system. A closed system has no external links and all communications take place internally. The pattern of a system specifies how the components are connected to one another. Notice that a system can contain both the DTSs CHAOS and QUIET. If that is the case, then they are identified in the pattern of that system, since they both have an empty alphabet. Again, this is harmless and will be clarified by the role of the pattern in the operation of a system.
Operation of systems
The previous section sufficiently describes the objects we want to study. In the next paragraphs we define how systems operate. As far as operation is concerned we consider closed systems only, since an open system always operates in some context, together with which it forms a closed system.
The key notion is that of the state of a system, which is given by the sequence of events that each component has communicated thus far. Subsequently, we define how a closed system moves from one state to the next, describing the operation of a system as a labeled transition system.
Definition 8
For system X a system state v, or state for short, is a mapping from pX to f!* such that (V A : A E pX : v.A E A*). The set of all states of X is denoted by vX. The length of state v, denoted by C(v), is the sum of the lengths of the individual traces of v. For state v on system X and for some SEX we denote by v( as : +a) the state that differs from v only on as, where it has the value (v.aS)a. Similarly, for SEX and T EX, S # T, we denote by v(aS,aT : +a, +b) the state that differs from v only in as and aT. In as it has the value (v.aS)a and in aT the value (v.aT)b.
With #av we denote (SUM S : SEX: #av.aS). Notice that at most one term in this sum is positive. A state v on system X is called safe when (V S : SEX: v.aS E tS). 0 Notice that the length of a state may be infinite even if all individual traces have finite lengths, viz. if the system is infinite.
Notational convention: A mapping can be viewed as a set of pairs. The first element in the pair is an element of the domain of the mapping, the second element is the image under that mapping. Therefore, if X and Yare systems with disjoint symbol sets and if state x E vX and state y E vY, then xU y is a state on X U Y. By Definition 7 the elements of the domain of a state are disjoint alphabets. By Definition 8 we have for any pair, say (as,s), that s E (as)', which implies that the pair is determined by s if s # £. Using this property we denote a state by the set of second elements of its pairs. Because there is only 1 NETWORKS OF COMMUNICATING PROCESSES one empty trace this causes no problems. Also notice that the trace corresponding to CHAOS or QUIET can only be E, since 0* = {E}. Hence, it is harmless that these DTSs are identified in the pattern of a system.
The operation of a closed system is described as moving from state to state according to some rules, which we discuss later, starting in the initial state. This is the state in which none of the components has sent or received any signals.
Definition 9
The initial state of system X is the state v on X such that
be reached from the initial state by it succession of moves according to the rules. 0 Notice that for any system containing a DTS with empty trace set, the initial state is not safe. We distinguish two different sets of rules to move from one state to the next. The first set of rules is called the synchronous game and the other one is called the asynchronous game.
The synchronous game resembles CSP in the sense that sending and receiving are one event. It differs from CSP in the sense that there is an asymmetry between sending and receiving. The sender of a signal is the cause for this event to take place. In the asynchronous game sending a signal a.nd receiving it a.Ie two distinct events. The only restriction is that receiving a signal is preceded by sending it. In the next two definitions we chara.cterize a successor relation on states both for the synchronous and for the asynchronous game. This successor relation determines how a system lllay evolve starting in its initial state.
Definition 10 Synchronous Game
For v and w states on a closed system X we call w a successor of v when
o In words, 'l/} is a successor of v when 'W differs from v in two places, as and aT. In these places the traces of ware the ones of v extended with a symbol a in one place and its reflection in the other one. That symbol is such that S can send it, i.e. the trace of S generated in this game thus far, being v.aS, ca.n be extended with a according to tS. Moreover, the pattern of the system is such that T is the component to receive that signal, i.e. ii E iT. It is important to notice that these two events can take place if the sending end can produce that symbol according to its specification. The receiving end need not be ready for the reception, which may cause the resulting trace not to belong to the corresponding trace set. Due to the prefix-closedness of the trace sets under consideration, if a trace associated with a component does not belong to the trace set of that component then no extension of that trace will belong to that trace set either. Therefore, a component that has received an input which it could not according to its trace set, will in this game never send another signal. We come back to this phenomenon later.
Definition 11 Asynchronous Game
For v and 11J states on a. closed system X we say that w is a successor of v when it is either an output successor or an input successor of v. It is an
In the asynchronous game a symbol can be sent under the same conditions as in the synchronous game. Reception of that symbol, however, is now a distinct event. For an input event to take place there should have been sent more symbols on the corresponding link than have been received thus far.
The Correctness Concern
For two systems X and Y we want to define when X is at least as "good" as Y, denoted by X sat Y. If X is viewed as implementation and Y as specification, one usually says "X satisfies Y". We will, however, not explicitly distinguish systems that serve as implementation or as specification.
The measure of goodness depends on the correctness criteria that are taken into consideration. We capture a correctness concern by a predicate P(X, U), where X is the system under consideration and system U can be viewed as (testing) environment of X. P(X, U) holds if and only if X has "no problems" with U.
Definition 12
For correctness concern P and for systems X and Y of DTSs we say that X satisfies Y, denoted by X sat Y, when
where U ranges over the space of systems. o Property 0 transitive.
NETWORKS OF COMMUNICATING PROCESSES
The relation sat is a pre-order, that is, it is reflexive and o Generally, P(X, U) is the conjunction of a number of predicates. One of these predicates wiII always be that X ttl U defines a closed system, i.e. eX = eU, so that modules and environments "hook up" to one another correctly. Throughout the rest of the paper we choose as our additional correctness concern that the closed system X ttl U has absence of computation interference, which is defined in the following way.
Definition 13
Closed system X is said to have absence of computation interference when all reachable states are safe. "Ve denote the predicate that X is closed and has absence of computation interference by nsi X when playing the synchronous game and by naiX when playing the asynchronous game. 0 Thus, P(X, U) == naiX ttl U in the asynchronous game. Notice that whether there is computation interference does not depend on the names of the internal symbols of the closed system.
A systenl has conlputatioll interference, when a move can extend a trace in a reachable state with an input symbol while the resulting trace is not a member of the corresponding DTS's trace set. We note that the situation of computation interference is undesirable. This is motivated by an interpretation of the model as an abstraction of the behavior of digital electrical circuits. The situation of computation interference can be interpreted as corresponding to a state of the circuitry that is not in agreement with the assumptions of digital operation. In a sense, it is an undefined digital state. The games, however, are always well defined. But it is irrelevant what successors the rules of the game assign to unsafe states. We have chosen for SOlne particular behavior once there is computation interference, viz. the interfered process will no longer be able to send outputs. Our choice is fairly arbitrary; it has as advantage over alternatives that it requires no special treatment of unsafe states when defining the successor relation.
Property 1 A closed system X has absence of computation interference in the synchronous game when the initial state is safe and when for all safe reachable states v
It has absence of computation interference in the asynchronous game when the initial state is safe and when for all safe reachable states v (VT,a:
We can confine ourselves in tlus property to the safe reachable states since any non-initial unsafe reachable state can only be reached by a transition from a safe to an unsafe state. Notice that in a given system a state reachable under the sYllchronous rules is also reachable under the asynchronous rules in twice the number of moves, but not the other way round. Hence, if a closed system has absence of computation interference in the asynchronous game, then it has absence of computation interference in the synchronous game. Notice also that any system containing a DTS with empty trace set has computation interference, since the initial state is not safe.
Given a sat-relation we can define an equivalence relation on the space of all systems. We call two systems equivalent when no environment can distinguish the two. This equivalence is called testing equivalence in [3] .
Definition 14
Two systems X and Y of DTSs
are called equivalent, o Property 2 Relation equ is an equivalence relation and for systems X
In fact, if P satisfies
and this is the case for the correctness concerns we study, then equ is even a congruence relation on the space (SYS, sat, !oJ). That is, for systems X, X', Y, and y' such that X equ X' and Y equ Y' we have
Proof
That equ is an equivalence relation is obvions. "Ve show the two congrnence conditions. Because of symmetry it is sufficient for the first condition to prove an implication. Assuming X sat Y we derive X' sat Y' by computing for arbitrary system Z:
Furthermore, we derive for arbitrary system Z:
The replacement of l' by 1" follows from commutativity of I±J. 0
The following relation on DTSs turns out to be important. Theorem 0 For DTSs Sand T we have 
Hence, for DTSs Sand T with non-empty trace sets we have o Theorem 2 Let X <;; DTS(A). If (A,0) f. X then we characterize the trace set of the least upper bound of X, t(UX), as follows .
• € E t(UX)
• for trace -' and symbols a E iA and p E oA Furthermore, the Theorem gives u0 = (iA, (iA)').
Property 4 For X <;; DTS(A) we have t(UX) <;; (US: SEX: tS). 0
Analysis of the Space of Systems
In this section we study the space (sys, sat) under the equivalence relation based on the asynchronous game. The composition operator I±J will be treated in the next section. Throughout the rest of the paper equ stands for this asynchronous equivalence. Thus, we are interested in (SYS,sat)/equ. Our goal is to find a simpler isomorphic space. We show that (DTS,~) contains such a.n isomorphic subspace. ,Ve do so by exhibiting a homomorphism [-] [Y] . We will see that this already implies the above condition on [.], because £;; is a partial order on the image space under [.] . The desired result now follows from the Homomorphism Theorem [10, p. 79]. We will also explicitly characterize the image space
The definition of the homomorphism is based on the following non-trivial property: Each system of DTSs is equivalent to a suitable system consisting of a single DTS. We will even show that each equ-equivalence class of systems contains a very special singleton system. The DTS member of that special equivalent singleton system serves as image under the homomorphism. We now give the construction of this singleton system and we define the space of DTSs that will turn out to be the subspace of images.
Definition 16 defined by
For system X, its set of friends, denoted by FR(X), is
The mapping n from SyS to "DIS is defined by
for all systems X. The space "DI of delay-insensitive' DTSs is defined by
Notice that aU friends of system X have the same external alphabet, viz. eX, and that they have non-empty trace sets. Hence, on account of Theorem 2 the trace set of [X] is non-empty if and only if FR(X) is non-empty and, thus, [X] = CHAOS if and only if FR(X) = 0. It is instructive to verify that FR(0) = {QUIET} and, hence, [0] = QUIET.
Notice that ("DI, £;;) is a poset since it contains only one DTS with empty trace set, viz. CHAOS, which is the top. One readily verifies that "DI is closed under reflection. Notice also, if we have proved [.] to be a homomorphism, that sat and £;; "coincide" on 1)I, i.e. for S E 1)I and T E "DI we have is} sat {T} == S £;; T. ,Ve make the following claims: The latter two claims express that VI is the image space of [.J. Claims (a) and (c) express that the singleton-system constructor {.} is the inverse of [.] modulo equivalence. Assuming these claims and monotonicity of nai (see below) to hold for a moment, we can show that [.J satisfies the requirements mentioned earlier, viz. that it is a homomorphism which exactly identifies equivalent systems. First, to see that it is a homomorphism we prove two implications separately: it is sufficient to notice that [.] is a homomorphism and that I;;; is a partial order on VI, especially that it is antisymmetric.
The next subsection is devoted to the proofs of claims (a) through (c).
Proving the claims
Our first goal is claim (a). The case of a friendless system is dealt with in Lemma 
Note: Because every singleton system is a system, we have the implication downwards. The implication upwards follows from the fact that if X has computation interference with {(eX, (oX)')} then it has interference with any system. 0
The other case, in which FR(X) 'I 0, is proved by separately establishing On the booleans we take the order <=, for which universal quantification corresponds to taking the least upper bound. First, however, we need a lemma on reachability.
Lemma 1 For DTSs Sand T, such that S [;; T, and for system X, such
We prove the lemma by induction on the length of v. First of all observe that systems {S} I:J X and {T} I:J X have the same pattern, since as = aT follows from S !;; T. Therefore, states on {S} I:J X and on {T} I:J X have the same domain.
Base: Because initial states are reachable by definition, the lemma holds for the state of length O.
Step Left to prove is that an output successor of w in {S} I:J X is a successor of w in {T} I:J X. Therefore, assume that v is output successor of w in {S} I:J X. In the transition from w to v either S or a component in X has made a move. If the latter is the case then that move can also be made in {T} I:J X by the rules of the game, since w is reachable in {T} I:J X on account of (0). If S has made an output move then we have for some symbol a v = w(aS: +a) and a E oS and (w.aS)a E tS.
(1)
We have to show that v is a successor of win {T} I:J X. On account of (0) and (1) it suffices to show that (w.aT)a E tT, using that as = aT. We derive true = { (0) and (1) (1)
(2)
If a E 05 then (v.aS)a E tS by the rules of the game. Therefore, assume that a E is. (1)
Input successors of v are solely determined by v and the pattern on which the game is played. Therefore, using (0) and (1) (3)
It remains to be proven that (v.aE)a E tEo We derive true { (0), (2), and the rules of the game} 
We prove the lemma by showing the existence of a trace of E with the desired properties for any successor of x U y in X 131 Y. For reasons of symmetry, reflection being self-inverse, it suffices to consider only successors that differ from x U y on X. Therefore, assume SEX and a E as to be such that
If a E oS or a E is \ oE then we conclude from (0) (3)
(4)
If #as = #aY then {s} U x( S : +a) is reachable in {E} 131 X on account of (0), (3), (4), and the rules of the game. Hence, also in this case s has the desired properties. Finally, assume, using that #as :' :: #aY on account of (1) and (3),
Then we derive that so, suffices: Proof Let E = [Xr, that is, E = UFR(X). By induction on the length of the traces in E.
Base: The initial state is reachable in any game.
Step: Let a E aE and let sa be a trace in tE. Then s is a trace in tE, since tE is prefix-closed on account of the definition of U. Hence, there is a state y on X such that {s} U y is safe and reachable in {F}!±I X with (non-safe) successor {sa} U y. Hence, we have #aY > #a8.
Since s E tE we also have that {s} Uy is reachable in {E}!±I X, and therefore that {sa} U y is reachable in {E}!±I X as well. Step: Assume
We have that fey) + e(t) + f(x) > O. Therefore, if no predecessors of y U {i} and {t} U x exist that differ from these states in the components on E and E respectively then a predecessor of y U {l} exists which differs from this state in y or a· predecessor of {t} U x exists which differs from this state in X. Since reflection is self-inverse it suffices, by symmetry, to consider only one of the last two cases. Hence, we distinguish the cases (i) y U {I} has a (ii) {t} U x has a predecessor differing in x. Case (i): Trace t ' and symbol a are such that t'a = t and {y}Ut; and {t'}Ux are reachable in Y I±J{ E} and {E} I±J X respectively. From the induction hypothesis we now immediately infer that y U x is reachable in Y I±J X. Case (ii): State x', DTS SEX, and symbol a are such that
(2) From (0), (2), and the induction hypothesis we infer
(3)
If a does not come from E, i.e. a rf. oE, then we conclude from (1), (2), and (3) that yU x is reachable in Y 1;1 X by the rules of the game. In case a E oE we know that a E is and we derive true { {t} U x' (S : +a) and {t} U x, are reachable in {E} I±J X on account of (1) and (2),
Let E be a DTS and let X and Y be systems such that nai {E} I±J X and nai X I±J Y. For trace t in tE, symbol a E oE, and state y
We prove by induction that every reachable state in {F} I±J X is safe.
Base: The initial state of {F} I±JX is safe, due to nai{E} I±JX and tE <;;: tF.
Step: We assume that v is a reachable and safe state in {F} I±J X.
Let w be a successor of v in {F} I±J X. If w is an output successor of v, then w is safe by the rules of the game. Therefore, we can confine ourselves to the case in which w is an input successor of v in {F} I±J X.
(1) 
If v.aF if. tE then we have on account of (0) and the definition of F that v can be written as {tau} U x, where tau E tF, so that u E (iF)', and x is a state of X. We rewrite assumption (0) about v:
{tau} U x is safe and reachable in {F} W X
(2) and we derive {rules of the games, using (3) and b E is on account of (4) and Proof In case FR(X) = 0 then the equivalence follows from Lemma O.
In case FR(X) '" 0 the equivalence follows from Theorems 5 and 6. 0 We now get the proof for claim (b) almost for free: Theorem 8
For system X with FR(X) '" 0, we have nai {[X], [Xr}.
Therefore, for any system X we have [X] E VI. 
Composition and Decomposition
In this section we study (SYS, I±I) under the congruence equ. We define a denotational parallel composition operator 1/ for DTSs and show that (SYS,I±I)/equ is isomorphic to (VI, II). We do this with the mapping U from the previous section, which will also turn out to be a homomorphism in this setting. We also prove a number of other properties of composition. 
Composition has all the desired properties as we show in the next couple of theorems. Obviously, composition is commutative. Furthermore, both CHAOS and QUIET are compos able with any other DTS S, and we have
That is, CHAOS acts as zero and QUIET as unit of 1/. Note that we need not consider DTSs T with empty trace set since they are greater than anything. For DTS T with non-empty trace set we derive
{ Theorem 13 below (2nd version) using tT oj 0 } Finally, we prove a factorization theorem. In practice we often encounter the problem, given a specification S and part M of its implementation, to find the rest of the implementation. Hence, we are asked to find a specification such that any X, satisfying that specification, composed with M satisfies S. The following theorem states that the specification (M II S)is the strongest specification with that property on the space VI. For practical reasons we do not state the theorem for DTSs in VI only, but generalize it to arbitrary DTSs. In practice we will not always be given the VI-representative but an arbitrary member of its class. Although we could, the following theorem shows that it is not always necessary to compute the VI-representative first.
Theorem 13 Factorization Theorems For DTSs S, T, U we have U II S [;; T /\ tT oj 0 '" U II T [;; S /\ tS oj 0.
Hence, for DTSs S, M, and X we have X II M ~ S 1\ tS oj 0 == ~y I;;; (M II S)-1\ MilS oj CHAOS. Therefore, for DTSs S, M, and X such that MilS oj CHA OS we have XIIM [;; S == X I;;; (M II S)-.
Proof Notice that both the left-hand and the right-hand side of the first equivalence imply that the alphabets of S, T, and U are disjoint. We derive U II S !;;; T /I tT t-0 { Property 6, using U II S E VI } nai {U II S,T} 
Concluding Remarks
In this section we discuss various aspects of the work reported in this paper.
We relate it to some other work in this area and mention ongoing and future research. This work starts out from an operational semantics of networks of processes. We strongly believe that this is the right point of departure to get a handle on a formal and total definition of a process. On the one hand, these semantics can be viewed as a first abstraction of the operation of electrical circuits. This means that it is reasonable to assume that these formal networks of processes can indeed be implemented. On the other hand, it is formal and yet rich enough to be mathematically tractable. Using mathematical techniques we can abstract from detail which is irrelevant for a particular correctness concern. This correctness concern fully determines the corresponding denotational model. The only freedom left is the choice of that correctness concern. It is much easier to choose such a correctness concern than it is to come up with the corresponding denotational model. As opposed to [5] , where a similar approach is taken for undirected and synchronous comillunications, we have not introduced a process syntax, which we believe to be a, separate issue. In [1] a similar denotational space of synchronously communicating processes is defined, but no operational model is introduced. We expect our approach to be particularly useful when incorporating certain liveness properties. Rather than having to come up with a denotational model-for which we have an overwhelming number of possibilities-we have to come up with a correctness concern at the operational level, where the number of reasonable choices is easily seen to be quite limited. As in [3] we have the notion of testing equivalence. Our approach differs in the sense that the distinction between process and experimenter vauishes. The results of this paper give a more elegant way to define the space of delay-insensitive specifications, which had been done before in [6, 2, 8] .
In that setting it becomes clear why the term delay-insensitive has been chosen for the space VI. The fact that a DTS has no computation interference with its reflection is hardly a justification for the term delay-insensitive. The approach in this paper, however, demonstrates much more convincingly that the resulting space is precisely the result of the concern of computation interference. A new result is the general definition of composition of specifications and the factorization theorem to which this definition of composition leads.
The operational space of objects has been chosen so as to allow other correctness concerns to be incorporated as well. This means that we can apply the same techuiques of abstraction as in this paper to obtain the abstract space under that correctness concern. The additional concern of transmission interference has been investigated in [9] .. The approach advocated here turned out to be nicely applicable with that additional concern.
We are currently investigating liveness properties. It tUrns out that imposing absence of lock, playing the symmetric synchronous game, results in an abstract space which is isomorphic to the refusal model in [4] . We are investigating absence of lock in the setting of this paper, i.e. as a concern in addition to absence of computation interference. We shall report on this in a subsequent paper. Within the same framework we have also started to look into more generalliveness properties, but it is too early to report on it.
